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1.When a pipe is recreated using the CREATE on REPLAC PIPE command: Select one.
A. The Pipe load history is reset to empty
B. The REFRESH parameter is set to TRUE
C. Previously loaded files will be ignored
D. All of the above
Answer: A
2.Select the different types of Internal Stages: (Choose three.)
A. Named Stage
B. User Stage
C. Table Stage
D. Schema Stage
Answer: A,B,C
Explanation:
Reference:
https://dwgeek.com/type-of-snowflake-stages-how-to-create-and-use.html/#Snowflake-Internal-Named-S
tage
3.Which statement best describes Snowflake tables?
A. Snowflake tables are logical representations of underlying physical data
B. Snowflake tables ate the physical instantiation of data loaded Into Snowflake
C. Snowflake tables require that clustering keys be defined to perform optimally
D. Snowflake tables are owned by a user
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference: https://docs.snowflake.com/en/user-guide/tables-micro-partitions.html
4.What happens when a Data Provider revokes privileges to a Share on an object in their source
database?
A. The object immediately becomes unavailable for all Data Consumers
B. Any additional data arriving after this point in time will not be visible to Data Consumers
C. The Data Consumers stop seeing data updates and become responsible for storage charges for the
object
D. A static copy of the object at the time the privilege was revoked is created In the Data Consumers'
accounts
Answer: A
5.True or False: Snowpipe via RFST API can only reference External Stages as source.
A. True
B. False
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference: https://community.snowflake.com/s/article/Making-Transient-table-by-Default
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